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While black swan events generally have a negative connotation, some of them might be the
harbinger of more positive developments in the long run
The term “black swan” connotes an extremely rare, unexpected, and surprise event of great
magnitude, which has the potential to change the course of history. Such an event, which is
considered highly unlikely, if not impossible, before it occurs, is inevitably rationalized post
facto. While black swan events generally have a negative connotation, some of them might be
the harbinger of more positive developments in the long run. On both accounts, the
unprecedented number of disruptive events has made 2016 the year of black swans.
The mother of all black swan events of 2016 was,
doubtless, the victory of Donald Trump in the US
election. Trump has validated his anointment as the
world’s most formidable disrupter-in-chief by his
controversial nomination of a significant number of
military and corporate men, some with pro-Russia
leanings, to his imminent cabinet.

Similarly,
India’s
deeply
disruptive
demonetization exercise might yet produce
constructive
consequences.
Equally,
the
unexpected support to start negotiation for a treaty
to ban nuclear weapons has put the concept of
deterrence, the cornerstone of the post-World War
II world order, on notice and surprised many states
that depend on these weapons for their security but
facilely talked about disarming them.

A referendum - a vote in which everyone (or nearly
everyone) of voting age can take part - was held on
Thursday 23 June, to decide whether the UK should
leave or remain in the European Union. Leave won by
52% to 48%. The referendum turnout was 71.8%,
with more than 30 million people voting.

LOCATING INDIA IN THE WORLD OF TRUMP
India and the US cooperate with each other on a range of issues from security to space,
healthcare to climate change.. Both the Democrats and the Republicans value this bilateral
relationship and have contributed to its growth. All this seems fine, except for the fact that the
US has elected Trump, not the Republican Party.
The second level of impact on India has to do with policies of the Trump administration visà-vis India’s immediate neighbourhood and the region. While Trump’s rhetoric against both
China and Pakistan has appealed to Indians, the devil will lie in the detail. For instance, while
Trump once said he would seek India’s help in dealing with a “semi-unstable” Pakistan, he
has also offered to mediate on Kashmir, a no-go area for New Delhi
While China is a neighbour, it can also be covered in the third level of impact which accounts
for great power relations under a Trump-led America. Trump’s rhetoric against China, if
pursued, can result in a trade war between the world’s two largest economies.
On the strategy side, Trump has hinted at his acceptance of Japan and South Korea acquiring
nuclear weapons. This may propel China’s military modernization which, along with
unpredictable North Korean behaviour, will completely alter the security dynamics of East
Asia
India should not be concerned about the future of INDIA-US ties per say but it should
keep a close eye on how trump reconfigures American foreign policy priorities. For that
too will have a bearing on Indian interests. But New Delhi commentariate should also
recognise that a president elect Trump has already changed his view on a number of his
campaign promises, including his pledge to jail Clinton, the “utility” of torturing
terrorism suspects and disavowing climate change. Presidency will mould Trump’s view
much like it did his predecessors and Indian foreign policy should be nibbled enough to
adjust to these changing realities
The key feature that the observers would be looking for clarity on Trump;
(1) The extent to which Trump’s campaign rhetoric will be translated into policy;
(2) His domestic and foreign policy priorities;
(3) Policy specifics—including on trade and immigration, which cross the domestic-foreign
divide, where his base will want action;
(4) Trump’s leadership style and personnel appointments, as well as the relationship between
Trump and administration officials and advisers, and among them;
(5) The extent to which he will change the presidency or it will change him;
(6) The level and kind of strategic and economic interest and engagement in the world—will
he seek a more limited global engagement based on a narrower definition of American
interest

EFFECTS OF DEMONITIZATION
Effect on parallel economy: Remove black money in
the economy, stall the circulation of counterfeit
currency, and curb funding for anti-social elements
Effect on Money Supply: Money supply is expected to
reduce in the short run. To the extent that black money
(which is not counterfeit) does not re-enter the system,
reserve money and hence money supply will decrease
permanently.
Effect on Demand: The overall demand is expected to
be affected to an extent in the area of consumer goods,
real estate and property, gold and luxury goods

FLAWS OF DEMONETIZATION
All black money is not held in cash, and all cash is not black money. Political parties, corrupt
government officials, lawyers, doctors, traders or builders, might keep some black money in
cash, but more than 90% is in the form of gold, real estate, foreign accounts and used in
consumption or business expenditures.
It is very difficult to separate black
money from white money because
the distinction is not once-and-forall. White money used to purchase
something becomes black if the
shopkeeper does not pay sales tax
but could become white again if he
then buys something with it for
which he is billed with tax.

Demonetisation would indeed wipe
out stocks of black money held in cash if it cannot be laundered. But it could be business-asusual with new notes as flows of black money resume, unless there are changes in
government regulations or behaviour patterns of individuals and institutions that induce such
transactions.

Impacts on the economy
 GST will turn the country into single market by harmonising central levies, such as
service tax and central excise duty, as well as the State-level Value Added Tax ,
surcharge and cesses under one tax levied at the point of consumption
 The goal is to broaden the tax base, increase compliance and minimise economic
distortions caused by variation in taxes at the state level
 It is expected to cut down tax evasions and boost collections
 In the long run it could add 1.5% to 2% to GDP

NEW ECONOMIC TERMS
VELOCITY OF CIRCULATION
The Velocity of circulation of money is the speed with which the currency notes circulate
within an economy. It is calculated by dividing the Gross domestic product by total currency
notes in supple. Typically, a high velocity indicates higher economic activity and thus higher
inflation.
MICRO ATM
These are Aadhaar enabled portable devices where one can withdraw, deposit or remit cash
with the help of a business correspondent. Unlike regular ATM cash is received or deposited
through the business correspondence’s manual intervention
REVERSE MERGER
A reverse merger or reverse initial public offering (IPO) occurs when an active private
company acquires and takes control of a public company, often a dormant company, in order
to go public. A reverse merger is generally considered as a simple, shorter and less expensive
process for a company to go public, compared to IPO’s

